
Embed payments

Wage Advance

We look to pick really high calibre partners that we believe in, and then go 
on a journey with them, utilising more and more of their existing 
capabilities but also working together to develop new functionalities so 
that we can deliver even more value to our customers.

Nick Rogers, VP of Engineering at Wagestream

Offer individual accounts 
(and pay cards) for each 

employee and 
automatically generate 

Leverage Modulr’s direct 
access to the Faster 

Payments scheme for 
reliable uptime and a true 

24/7 service. 

Track and trace payments 
throughout the 

ecosystem, with automatic 
sweeps of applicable fees. 

also assures you’re paying 
into the right account.

companies expect your software to deliver to their staff. We also 

Imagine if you could trace and reconcile each salary draw down, 
have full oversight on reporting, offer instant pay-outs 24/7 and 
notify employers and employees as soon as salaries land. 

Modulr helps On-demand pay platforms become FinTechs 
without the payment scheme access, regulatory or technological 
burden. Embed our payment services through one API in weeks.

speed of on-demand pay 
disbursements.

employers real-time access to wages 
and tracking tool.

Leverage the speed and security of 
global payment networks and 
Modulr’s SLA-backed service 
uptime.

Get seamless and automatic 
reconciliation of payments with full 
visibility and control over payment 

Offer unbanked employees pay 
cards with available spend, or 
immediate access to tips or mileage 
reimbursements at end of shift.

Easily integrate new payment 
services from the wider Modulr 
platform to expand the stickiness of 
your proposition. 

 

Modulr is the Payments as a Service API platform for digital businesses. 
Modulr’s new type of payment accounts are built for businesses that need a 
faster, easier and more reliable way to move money.

Businesses can  into their 
platforms and build entirely new payment products and services themselves. 
All managed in real-time, 24/7 from one API. We’ve processed over £100bn 
for the likes of Revolut, Sage, Wagestream and Hyperjar.

For more information about
Modulr, please visit:

Need further information?

Speak to our experts.

Modulr is regulated as an Electronic Money Institution by the FCA, the Central Bank of Ireland and the Central Bank of the Netherlands. Modulr is also a directly connected participant of Faster Payments 

and Bacs Edinburgh, Amsterdam, London and Dublin. 


